A SKILLEd dEMONSTRATION
OF UBIQUITY
dURING THE AUTUMN FAIR SEASON, POLYTEC INdUSTRIAL’S
PIONEERING CAPABILITIES WERE ON OMNIPRESENT dISPLAY

The Blechexpo and schweisstec trade fairs constitute a globally unique duo that focuses biannually on the complementary
areas of sheet processing and joining technology. POLYTEC INDUsTRIAL was not only able to enthral the specialist visitors
at this singular event from November 3rd to 6th 2015 in stuttgart, but at the same time the POLYTEC GROUP’s business unit
specialising in industrial applications also showcased its product innovations at specialist fairs in Dortmund and Bochum.

ONE-STOP-SHOPPING SOLUTIONS
FOR SHEET HANDLING AND
STORAGE
For POLYTEC INDUSTRIAL, which has a competence range that supports metallurgical
industry companies in the areas of production, processing and storage, participation
at the Blechexpo represented a premiere.
However, the time was ripe for the presentation to the steel world of an interactive
stand on which many of the exhibits were
of original size.

Within a very short time, the Blechexpo has
captured the no.2 global ranking among
the specialist fairs for sheet processing. And with well over 1,000 exhibitors
from more than 30 nations and an exhibition area of 70,000 m2, it not only offers
quantity, but also convincing quality. The
declared objective of the fair association is
to present the entire cold rolled sheet processing chain, as well as the related thermal
and mechanical cutting, joining and bonding techniques.

At the Blechexpo 2015, POLYTEC
INdUSTRIAL demonstrated its full
range of advisory competence. On
the company stand, interested fair
visitors were able to obtain information about innovative plastics
solutions for the steel industry.
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Want to learn more?
You can access the product
video using this QR code.

OVER 150 IN-HOUSE-DEVELOPED
POLYURETHANE RECIPES FOR
INDIVIDUAL APPLICATIONS

A major attraction at the Schüttgut:
our innovative spray system means
that complicated part disassembly is
no longer required prior to coating

For the second time in succession, POLYTEC
INDUSTRIAL presented the application possibilities for moulded polyurethane parts and
abrasion-protective coatings at the largest German Schüttgut (bulk material) fair,
which is held in the Westfalenhalle in Dortmund, the innovative fair has evolved into an
important, supra-regional specialist event.
As the positive experiences gathered during
the last trade fair presentations have
shown, polyurethane has become an indispensable material where wear and noise
protection for transport systems and
components are involved. In particular,
POLYTEC INDUSTRIAL’s ability to develop
a diversity of recipes for individual applications in-house is the object of great interest among the fair’s expert visitors.

DO-IT-YOURSELF:
WEAR PROTECTION USING
THELAN® POLYURETHANE
Under this motto, in 2015 POLY TEC
INDUSTRIAL showcased a new cartridge
system for sprayed coatings. Using a specially coordinated 2-component system,
users have the possibility to easily create top

quality, wear-resistant polyurethane layers
for themselves. The POLYTEC spray gun and
static mixers provide a homogenous, seamless and highly wear-resistant coating for
applications such as surface repairs.

Coated ball cock that is employed
to seal gas lines

WITH PURE PASSION
... we convince as a reliable and competent
supplier of heavy, sprayed polyurethane corrosion protection for all types of armatures.
Therefore, it was only logical that POLYTEC
INDUSTRIAL could not miss the DIAM, Germany’s specialist fair for industrial armatures, sealing, drive and plant technology.
In the tradition-rich Jahrhunderthalle, which
is only a few kilometres away from the group
subsidiary in Bochum, on the POLYTEC stand
visitors to the fair were able to see for themselves the advantages of armatures coated
with polyurethane. Our coatings are impactand chemical resistant and provide solid
protection against corrosion and abrasion.

© Rudolf Fomm GmbH
© Kühme Armaturen GmbH

Coated domestic connection valves and gate
valves are buried underground and above all are
used for closing urban gas lines

© Böhmer GmbH

PASSION CREATES INNOVATION

dIRK GREVENHAUS, BOCHUM, GERMANY
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